


The historical and celebrity examples chosen
as illustrations for this presentation were
chosen specifically to illustrate the
astrological and psychological themes of the
workshop. They are in no way an
endorsement of these figures, their actions or
political or socio-cultural opinions. That is
beyond the purview of this presentation.

Disclaimer



The hero’s journey is the search for our calling.  It is preparation, self-initiation –

we see, we experience, we suffer, we learn.

On our hero’s journey, we acquire a history that is ours alone. It’s a secret history,

a private history, a personal history. No one has it but us. No one knows it but

us. We draw upon the experiences we gain for the rest of our lives.



The call to adventure signifies that destiny has 

summoned the hero.
Joseph Campbell



“Rule of thumb: The 
more important a call 

or action is to our 
soul’s evolution, the 
more Resistance we 

will feel toward 
pursuing it”

Steven Pressfield, Do the Work



“To feel ambition and to 
act upon it is to embrace 
the unique calling of our 

souls. Not to act upon that 
ambition is to turn our 

backs on ourselves and on 
the reason for our 

existence.” 

Steven Pressfield - Turning Pro



If the path before you is clear, you’re probably on 

someone else's.
Joseph Campbell









The Battle of Solferino

In a single day, about 40,000 soldiers on both sides died or were left wounded on the field.

Jean-Henri Dunant was shocked by the terrible aftermath of the battle, the suffering of the

wounded soldiers, and the near-total lack of medical attendance and basic care. He

completely abandoned the original intent of his trip and for several days he devoted

himself to helping with the treatment and care for the wounded. He took point in

organizing an overwhelming level of relief assistance with the local villagers to aid without

discrimination.















provocation (n.) c. 1400, provocacioun, "incitement, urging," from Old French

provocacion (12c.) and directly from Latin provocationem (nominative provocatio) "a

calling forth, a summoning, a challenge," noun of action from past-participle stem of

provocare "to call out" (see provoke). Specifically "act of exciting anger or vexation"

(early 15c.); the meaning "anything that excites anger, a cause of resentment" is by

1716.



vocation (n.)

early 15c., "spiritual calling," 

from Old French vocacion

"call, consecration; calling, 

profession" (13c.) or directly 

from Latin vocationem

(nominative vocatio), literally 

"a calling, a being called" 

from vocatus "called," past 

participle of vocare "to call," 

which is related to vox 

(genitive vocis) "voice" (from 

PIE root "to speak"). Sense of 

"one's occupation or 

profession" is first attested 

1550s.





With Pluto activating Jupiter on the cusp his natal 6th/12th axis 

we can see how his religious aspirations become actualised 

through a soulful and deep idealisation of his magnanimous 

vision of self sacrifice in the service of others. Echoing the 

natal challenge of Neptune square the nodes.

The lunar nodes square his natal 6th house Sun reinforce this 

idea showing how it affected his deepest core – the Sun 

being an extension of the Soul’s very essence.

His Progressed Moon is conjunct both transiting Pluto and 

Solar Arc Pluto exactly across this 6th/12th axis directly 

opposite his natal idealistic Jupiter.



Battle of Solferino

Transits Solar Arcs

Nodes square Sun

Pluto opposite Jupiter

Pluto square Saturn

Jupiter square Pluto

Uranus conjunct Descendant

Neptune square Sun

Moon square Saturn

Venus opposite Uranus







A hero is someone who has given his or her life to 

something bigger than oneself.

Joseph Campbell













It’s Jupiter again that is involved at the founding of the Red

Cross, three and a half years later. Pluto has also returned

back to oppose his natal Jupiter before moving on one final

time.

The 1864 Geneva Convention that arose out of the Red Cross

was based on Dunant's idea for an independent organisation

to care for wounded soldiers. By that time the lunar nodes

were transiting across this same 6th/12th axis point in Dunant’s

chart with the NN conjunct his natal Jupiter.

His 5th house Solar Arc Moon squares his natal 2nd house

Capricorn Neptune showing the challenge of creating an

organisation that recognises all life as being of value and is

committed to caring for the survivors of violent conflict.



The Red Cross

Transits

Solar Arcs

Jupiter conjunct NN

Saturn opposite Pluto square Venus

Neptune conjunct Pluto square Venus

Nodes square Moon

Uranus square Moon

Pluto opposite Jupiter

Chiron conjunct Descendant

Moon square Neptune



“The hero wanders. The hero suffers. The hero returns. You are that hero.” 

Steven Pressfield - Turning Pro





William Goldman told me that when they were working on All The

President's Men, their third film together, "He refused to give me his home

phone number. I had to get him through his secretary. He's that secretive."



"I had such a raging passion to be on my own that I just had to do it." He

had conceived of the idea of himself as an artist, not that improbably - a

habitual loner, painting is an art to which he is temperamentally suited.









The wound that propels him to his calling













"We're afraid of loss, 

and yet it's through 

what we lose that we're 

able to find what 

nothing can take away 

from us“  Peter Kingsley







Pluto conjunct Sun and the nodal return across the 

MC/IC axis propels him to encounter a deep sense 

of loss with the death of his Mother that profoundly 

opens him to the world at large – he heeds the call 

from within to heal his grief through a classic 

journey of discovery.



Mother Dies

Transits Solar Arcs

Pluto conjunct Sun

NN conjunct MC

Nodal return

Jupiter conjunct MC

Neptune square Nodes

Sun conjunct Neptune

Sun square Jupiter



Erin Sullivan, Saturn in Transit











“Personality is not a ready gift but an achievement. This 
achievement is a very difficult even painful process.”

Dabrowski from preface of Personality Shaping - through positive disintegration 2015.



The privilege of a lifetime is being who you are.
Joseph Campbell







He travels to Europe to study Art and 

reconnect with a sense of  meaning, a 

period of re-adjustment, following the 

death of his Mother. 

NN in Sagittarius 9th

conjunct Jupiter 

square Venus in Virgo 6th











Florence is make-or-break time: he either dies or finds some way 

through his grief.  Rejuvenated through connecting with a rich and 

diverse culture, he opens to new possibilities that transcend the 

limitations of his small town upbringing.

Jupiter conjunct descendant square nodes on the MC/IC

and the transiting nodes square Sun.



Travels to Florence

Transits

Nodes square Sun

Jupiter conjunct Descendant

Jupiter square Nodes

Saturn conjunct Jupiter

Uranus conjunct Mars



Released in 1967, Barefoot

in the Park was Redford’s

break through film, which

caught the attention of

Paul Newman.









Barefoot in the Park

Transits

NN conjunct Uranus

Nodes square Mars / Pluto

Jupiter conjunct Pluto

Jupiter conjunct Mars

Uranus conjunct Moon

Pluto conjunct Moon

Neptune square Sun



It was Paul Newman who

insisted that Redford

should play The Sundance

Kid. It was this film that

finally established Redford

as a major film star.













Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

Transits

SN conjunct Moon

NN conjunct Saturn

Uranus square Nodes

Mars conjunct MC & NN

Nodes square Chiron

Neptune square Sun



Redford has multiple major aspects during these life 

defining moments. These are the most important:

Pluto conjunct Sun 

NN conjunct MC 

SA Neptune square nodes 

Mother Dies:

To Europe: NN conjunct Jupiter square Neptune

To Florence: Jupiter conjunct descendant square nodes

Nodes square Sun

Barefoot: NN conjunct Uranus

Pluto & Uranus conjunct moon

Neptune square Sun

Butch Cassidy: Uranus square nodes

Pluto & SN conjunct Moon









Hubble receives a telescope for his eight birthday







Hubble receives telescope

Transits: Nodes square Uranus

Jupiter square nodes

Jupiter (as the higher mind) and Uranus (as inspiration)

have often been associated with good fortune and also with

seekers of treasure. Under the auspices of Jupiter, the hero

Perseus was able to overcome many obstacles on his

perilous journeys. With the gift of the telescope, Hubble’s

imagination was lit up as he became a life long seeker of,

and finding his ultimate meaning in, the treasures of the

universe.





Death gives us the ultimate 

meaning, as many find 

their true calling delivered 

on the wings of their most 

profound grief and sense 

of loss.

The death of a parent also 

has the potential to release 

us from the restrictions of 

parental oversight and 

expectations, with a 

consequent unfettered 

commitment to that which 

we hold most dear.













Freud quits cocaine on the day his father dies and, shortly after,

embarks on his self-analysis that sees him moving away from

theories on neurosis and developing ideas that would lead to

psychoanalysis.



“What we get when we turn pro is, we find our power. We find our will
and our voice and we find our self-respect. We become who we always
were but had, until then, been afraid to embrace and to live out.”

Steven Pressfield, Turning Pro



Freud’s Father Dies

Transits: Nodes square Sun & Uranus

Pluto conjunct Moon

The death of Freud’s father compels him inward on his own

journey of resolution and individuation that would take him

away from traditional theories of neurosis.



SN Moon conjunct SN Uranus
Sun conjunct NN Neptune  



In July 1990, on a 

four hour delayed 

train trip from 

London to 

Manchester, 

J.K.Rowling

conjures the idea 

of Harry Potter.  

She starts to write 

that very same 

night.



Harry Potter and 

the Philosophers 

Stone was 

eventually 

published by 

Bloomsbury at the 

end of June 1997.



Yod



Grand Cross



Grand Trine





Harry Potter

Transits

Neptune conjunct SN/M.C. – inspiration floods into the receptive mind

of someone who has prepared the ground. This inspiration has the potential to

shape the world.

SN conjunct Sun - destiny opens a window of opportunity for the Soul to

be heard



Harry Potter

Transiting Uranus inconjunct Sun and NN

Whilst not immediately visible, there is an overlapping

conjunction here between transiting Uranus and Rowling’s

SA south lunar node.

We often see this type of trigger where an an ‘exterior’ event

orientated transit aspects an ‘interior’ building of

psychological need through a solar arc particularly when they

both aspect a natal placement. e.g when Jung is motivated

to start work on his Red Book (transiting south node to SA

Uranus which are square his 10th house Mars in Sagittarius).



Saturn conjunct NN Neptune
Neptune conjunct SN Uranus



‘That’s what I want to 

do. I’m going to win a 

gold medal in the 

Olympics.’ My family are 

all doctors, so they 

naturally said no. They 

thought I was crazy.

So I went on hunger 

strike. I stopped eating. 

I told my parents I 

would not take another 

bite until they agreed to 

let me train. I refused 

food for three days. 



Approximate date

Pluto conjunct NN

NN conjunct Saturn

Neptune trine SN, Venus, Chiron



Hunger Strike

Transits

Pluto conjunct NN opposite Venus – he feels it as a powerful

yearning of his Soul, to express the instinctual beauty and strength of the physical

form

NN conjunct Saturn trine Sun - which fortifies his resolve to assert his

creative Will. (Potentially also Saturn opposite Sun – overcoming the block to his

instinctual Soul desire presented through the environment i.e his parents

Neptune trine South Node, Venus and Chiron – the imagination

to recognise his core values and to dream them into being.



Uranus conjunct SN Jupiter



“I have looked further into 

space than ever human being 

did before me. I have observed 

stars of which the light, it can 

be proved, must take two 

million years to reach the 

earth.”

William Herschel 
[Having identified Uranus (1781), the 

first planet discovered since 

antiquity.]” 







SN conjunct Pluto

Transiting Pluto square transiting nodes











From Memories, Dreams, Reflections;

In preparing myself for the state examination, therefore, 
the textbook on psychiatry was the last I attacked. I expected 
nothing of it, and I still remember that as I opened the book by 
Krafft-Ebing[5] the thought came to me: '"Well, now let's see what a 
psychiatrist has to say for himself." The lectures and clinical 
demonstrations had not made the slightest impression on me. I 
could not remember a single one of the cases I had seen in the 
clinic, but only my boredom and disgust.

Beginning with the preface, I read; "It is probably due to the 
peculiarity of the subject and its incomplete state of development 
that psychiatric textbooks are stamped with a more or less 
subjective character." A few lines further on, the author called the 
psychoses "diseases of the personality? My heart suddenly began 
to pound. I had to stand up and draw a deep breath. My excitement 
was intense, for it had become clear to me, in a flash of illumination, 
that for me the only possible goal…

5 Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie, 4th edn. (1890). 



Venus conjunct NN Pluto
Mercury conjunct NN Jupiter



“Your visions will become clear only when you can look into your 

own heart. Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.”









Transits

Solar Arcs

Uranus conjunct MC – The inspiration to a calling is heard 

Mars conjunct NN – Activation of destiny

Nodes square Jupiter – A call to the Higher Self   

Jupiter opposite Moon – he feels the rightness of his choice

Nodes square Sun – destiny enlivens his Soul essence

NN conjunct Neptune – his destiny is presented as a spiritual calling

Sun opposite Saturn – the righteousness of a just commitment

Sun square Pluto – it resonates with the depth of his being

Jupiter square Uranus – to seek the ultimate treasure of his true Self

Jung Decides to Pursue Psychiatry



The first conversation between 

Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud is 

reported to have lasted for over 13 

hours. Freud, who was already 

established in his field, saw his 

younger, outspoken peer as a sort 

of protégé. 

Freud became a father figure to 

Jung, as if their relationship were 

its own psychological case study. 

In correspondences, Freud referred 

to Jung as, “The Joshua to my 

Moses, fated to enter the Promised 

Land which I myself will not live to 

see.” Again and again he speaks of 

Jung as his “heir,” once as “my 

successor and crown prince,” and 

even as  “spirit of my spirit.”











The Human Field

Mercury can be likened to the nervous system ‘wiring’ and Uranus
to the organizing influence of the morphic fields (Sheldrake). Uranus
is a subtle blueprint. With Uranus we experience the non-linear field
of knowledge in which ideas simply appear to us or ideas that
manifest in the world contemporaneously in the collective, often in
different parts of the world simultaneously, at just the time that
humanity is ready for them.



Jung Meets Freud

Uranus square Nodes – Inspired through their meeting

Uranus opposite Mercury – Inspired mind

NN conjunct Sun – Alignment of destiny
SN conjunct Ascendant – Meeting destiny in the moment

Mercury conjunct Uranus – Jung’s subtle non-linear mind

is activated through meeting a like minded and inspiring

thinker. This resonates with his transiting Uranus opposite
Mercury.

Transits

Solar Arcs













Red Book

Transits

Solar Arcs

Uranus conjunct Ascendant – Communicating the non-linear

Jupiter square Nodes – The Higher Self calls again 

Nodes square Mars – Destiny calls him to act

Uranus square Mars – Will tempered by an inspired Higher Mind 

Moon Opposite Mars – A strong felt need to act upon instinctive Will



Red Book

Transiting SN conjunct SA Uranus

The overlapping conjunction between transiting south lunar

node and solar arc Uranus mimic that of J.K. Rowling’s signature

mentioned earlier – Tr Uranus conjunct SA south lunar node.

With Rowling, that aspect locked into her Sun and SN through

an inconjunct that formed the apex of a fated Yod – a finger of

God.

With Jung we see this aspect squaring his natal Mars as a

powerful intuition to document his own spiritual creative

process - to map his inner being, perhaps even as a

morphogenic template for others to follow.







Morphic resonance is the influence 

of previous structures of activity on 

subsequent similar structures of 

activity organized by morphic 

fields. It enables memories to pass 

across both space and time from 

the past. The greater the similarity, 

the greater the influence of 

morphic resonance. What this 

means is that all self-organizing 

systems, such as molecules, 

crystals, cells, plants, animals and 

animal societies, have a collective 

memory on which each individual 

draws and to which it contributes. 

In its most general sense this 

hypothesis implies that the so-

called laws of nature are more like 

habits.



Morphic resonance is "the 

idea of mysterious 

telepathy-type 

interconnections between 

organisms and of 

collective memories within 

species" and accounts for 

phantom limbs, how dogs 

know when their owners 

are coming home, and 

how people know when 

someone is staring at 

them. 

"Vision may involve a two-

way process, an inward 

movement of light and an 

outward projection of 

mental images," Sheldrake 

explains. 



Sheldrake attributes synchronicity to morphogenetic fields. Patterns

of events create behaviour and evolution in like beings. Events have

a sort of ‘blueprint’. The idea of a blueprint is similar to the medieval

Christian concept of God’s anima creating the world.
Arnold Mindell The Year 1: Global Process Work



Personal Nodes conjunct the 
nodes of Saturn and Pluto



“Compassion is the 

radicalism of our 

time.”









“There is a saying in 

Tibetan, ‘Tragedy should 

be utilized as a source of 

strength.’

No matter what sort of 

difficulties, how painful 

experience is, if we lose 

our hope, that’s our real 

disaster.”







Transits

Solar Arcs

Dalai Lama Flees Lhasa

Nodes square Sun – Environmental circumstances compel the young 

Tenzin Gyatso to heed his Soul’s call – to lead his people in exile and through 

exposure to become a World spiritual leader.

Saturn trine Moon – he must take responsibility just as he feels the 

suffering of his people

Nodes square Jupiter – a threat to his very survival initiates a journey to a 

foreign land that sparks his destiny as a World teacher

Sun square Uranus – his Soul essence challenges his ability to serve his 

people through a traumatic exodus echoed with the Uranus square to Venus



SN Moon conjunct SN Neptune
Saturn conjunct SN Uranus

Uranus conjunct NN Jupiter & Pluto





The insult was simply an 
instance of systemic evil, 
social violence wrought by 
the people of the ruling 
class. Further, the hardship 
that Gandhi was subjected 
to was only superficial, 
merely a symptom of the 
deep-rooted disease of 
colour prejudice. 

He deemed it his duty to 
root out the problem, if 
possible. The resolve set in 
so firmly that it was like 
“iron entering his soul.” He 
had turned into an 
altogether different man.







(with consequences!)



The courage to act on the instinctual sense of 

personal value





After working all day, Parks 

boarded the Cleveland 

Avenue bus, belonging to 

the Montgomery City 

Lines, around 6 p.m, 

Thursday, December 1st

1955, in downtown 

Montgomery. She paid her 

fare and sat in an empty 

seat in the first row of back 

seats reserved for blacks in 

the "colored" section.



Note: Venus is not 

conjunct her MC as her 

birth time is unknown.











Montgomery Bus Boycott

Transits

Solar Arcs

Mars/Neptune and Jupiter/Pluto inconjunct Venus/SN Yod
Rosa Parks is presented with a crisis to her inherent and instinctual value as a 

human being 

Venus/Nodes square Sun – again we find the nodes square Sun

offering us an opportunity disguised as an exterior challenge but in reality it

masks a call from our Soul essence to become co-creators with our destiny.

Sun square Pluto – the spotlight is on Pluto and a challenge to the

Soul to become a transformational figure which will galvanise a movement

towards the necessary change in power balance.











“Strength does 

not come from 

physical 

capacity. It 

comes from an 

indomitable 

will.”







The birth of ‘Satyagraha’ – holding firm to truth.



Gandhi Thrown off Train

Transits: Nodes square Uranus

Uranus square nodes

SA Sun square nodes

SA Moon square Saturn

Saturn conjunct NN

The double lunar node / Uranus aspects emphasise the shock

of the event and its corresponding significance in the mind of

the lawyer Mohandas Gandhi – it ignited his disgust at the

injustice of institutional racism (Saturn conjunct NN) and

sparked his Soul essence (SA Sun square nodes) to fight for

the social and racial equality of those without a voice.



Gandhi Thrown off Train

Transits: Nodes square Uranus

Uranus square nodes

SA Sun square nodes

SA Moon square Saturn

Saturn conjunct NN

We also see in his Solar Arc’s how his natal Moon square

Jupiter & Pluto, opposite Mars, has moved to aspect his natal

Saturn presenting a challenge to transform his inherent core

values of integrity and the right to be recognised as a human

being. Aptly, this was the birth of his ‘Satyagraha’ – holding

firm to truth.



Saturn conjunct SN Pluto
Jupiter conjunct NN Neptune













Aurobindo Imprisoned

Transiting Uranus conjunct SA South Node

Again we find the power of the overlapping conjunction

between transiting Uranus and the SA south lunar node at play

during the time of his arrest and imprisonment. Like Rowling’s

epiphany, Tr Uranus & SA SN are at the apex of a Yod but in this

instance they are conjunct his natal Saturn, and square Chiron

9th, and are joined by an opposition from transiting Neptune

highlighting the 6th/12th cusp.

Outer circumstances force Aurobindo to relinquish control, to

surrender to greater forces, which ultimately result in a full-

blown spiritual awakening. Humbled through direct contact with

his higher self his life is irreversibly changed for the better as he

makes a commitment to follow the lead of his Soul’s guidance.



The Astrological Principles at Work

1). The power of the Lunar Nodes

2). The power of the Sun

3). Transformational nature of outer planet contacts

4). The potency of transits overlapping Solar Arcs 



“What is seen therefore through the Moon’s nodes is the

relationship between the ‘human’ will and the ‘divine’ will, between

the conscious efforts at integrating an ego-centered personality and

the super-conscious guidance or motivating urge which is working

toward the realization of the total ‘cosmic’ or divine Personality. The

former is largely the result of the individual’s conditioning by

heredity and environment; the latter is the true factor of Destiny…”



Sun



Callings: Aspect Themes

These charts were chosen for the life theme of a major turning point from

which the individual became committed to a course of action that, in some

way, defined who they were to become. It was only after analysing this small

data set that it became evident there are repeating aspect themes across the

charts. Here are the most significant aspect themes we discovered:

Node Sun Combinations

Jean Henri Dunant: Nodes square Sun

Robert Redford: Nodes trine Sun, Nodes square Sun

Sigmund Freud: Nodes square Sun

J.K Rowling: SN conjunct Sun

Carl Jung: Nodes square Sun

Dalai Lama: Nodes square Sun

Mohandas Gandhi: SA Sun square nodes

Vincent van Gogh: Nodes square Sun

(Transiting or Solar Arc planet is always named before natal planet)



Essence Is Substantial

“This perception and understanding of essence as
substance is so significant and so fundamental that in
most instances it makes the whole difference between self-
realization and its absence. For the individual who
recognizes essence as a substance with physical
characteristics, self-realization will happen naturally and
spontaneously. When essence is recognized, it starts to live
and function, and this will bring about the whole essential
development because it is the nature of essence to move
to deeper and deeper realms.” A.H. Almaas from Essence.



The mind of each individual has a 
higher and a lower tendency; the 
higher being more concerned with 
principles, abstractions and 
synthesis, and the lower with 
concrete thoughts, external 
perception and analysis. For this 
reason Saturn is considered in 
esoteric astrology as the “bridge" 
between the lower and the higher, 
the personality and the true 
individuality. 

Alan Leo - Saturn: The Reaper p12



Callings: Aspect Themes

Node Saturn Combinations

Robert Redford: SN trine Saturn, NN conjunct Saturn

Martin Lewis: NN conjunct Saturn

Ioannis Melissanidis: NN conjunct Saturn

Sri Aurobindo: SN conjunct Saturn

Viktor Frankl: Saturn square nodes, Saturn trine SN

Annie Sullivan: Saturn square nodes

Mohandas Gandhi: Saturn inconjunct NN

Saturn aspecting Moon

Jean Henri Dunant: SA Moon square Saturn

Robert Redford: Saturn square Moon

Dalai Lama: Saturn trine Moon

Sigmund Freud: PR Moon inconjunct Saturn

Mohandas Gandhi: SA Moon square Saturn



Saturn

If we take Saturn and the Moon as the structure and psychic

content of the Ego we can understand the Buddhist principle of

suffering as being at the very core of human nature.



Saturn needs the Moon in order to act; for while Saturn is form, the
Moon represents the life-contents gathered within, and structured by,
this form. The Moon represents the capacity for organic adaptation to
circumstances in terms of the particular type of response defined by
Saturn.

Dane Rudhyar - An Astrological Study of Psychological  complexes and Emotional Problems p18



Suffering is what propels the 

personality to action, to reach 

for something beyond the 

current self experience.

“Our suffering beckons us 

closer to the truth, shows us 

the way to peace. Through our 

suffering, our true self tells us 

that there is more to realize.”

A.H.Almaas



“In some ways 

suffering ceases to be 

suffering at the 

moment it finds a 

meaning, such as the 

meaning of a 

sacrifice.” Frankl found 

meaning in his 

suffering. Once you 

find a meaning in 

what you are going 

through, then it is no 

longer suffering.



Viktor Frankl

Moon conjunct SN Uranus



In 1942, just nine months after 

marrying his wife, Frankl and 

his family were sent to the 

Theresienstadt concentration 

camp. His father died there of 

starvation and pneumonia. In 

1944, Frankl and the surviving 

members of his family were 

taken to Auschwitz, where his 

mother and brother were 

gassed. His wife died later of 

typhus in Bergen-Belsen. 

Frankl himself spent a total of 

three years in four different 

concentration camps.

















Frankl Moved to Theresienstadt Ghetto

Transits:
Saturn & Uranus 9th square nodes 6th/12th – The realisation of the 

horror being forced into a concentration camp. The nightmare and the 

humiliation of being reduced to a herd animal. A new appreciation of suffering.  

Uranus 9th & Pluto 11th inconjunct Uranus (IC) – Trauma of the 

death camp

Solar Arcs
Saturn conjunct Sun square Uranus (IC) & Neptune (MC) –
the challenge of an imposed limitation, an extreme restriction of life force

Jupiter square nodes – emphasises the 6th/12th subjugation to the role of 

victim and the opportunity to surrender to higher forces

Sun conjunct (Neptune square) Venus 8th – subjected to a 

transformation of relationships and a need to surrender to the bottom line 

Venus conjunct Pluto opposite Moon – an extreme situation













Frankl Moved to Auschwitz

Transits:
Neptune opposite Sun – Complete dissolution as the personality is 

subjected to the surrender to greater forces  

Uranus square, Saturn trine, Pluto inconjunct SN Pisces 6th –
The trauma of overpowering external forces, loss of complete control 

Solar Arcs
Mars conjunct Uranus Capricorn (IC) – Institutionalised violence 

and systematic uprooting

Uranus square Venus 8th – challenge to redefine and transform 

personal value and meaning systems though traumatic experiences

Mercury Taurus 9th square Saturn Aquarius 6th (with Pluto 11th

inconjunct) – a survival crisis imposes restrictions and the loss of the ability 

to speak openly. Extreme threat of imminent death.



From the standpoint of that important statement "CHARACTER IS
DESTINY," it is quite possible to predict the major portion of a person's
life by a careful study of the sign which the planet Saturn occupies at
birth, considered together with its position and aspects.

We say that Saturn is the planet of limitation because the nature of the
sign, representing a peculiar type of matter, limits and restricts the
powers of the individualised self represented by Saturn.

Alan Leo - Saturn: The Reaper p52



Uranus



Uranus symbolizes the 

imprinting in the subtle mind 

of experience: including inter-

uterine consciousness; prior 

life memories and 

experiences of the bardo or 

life in between lives.



Callings: Aspect Themes

Node Uranus Combinations

Robert Redford: Uranus square nodes

Helen Keller: Uranus square nodes

Annie Sullivan: Uranus conjunct NN

Mohandas Gandhi: Nodes square Uranus

Mohandas Gandhi: Uranus square nodes

Sri Aurobindo: Uranus square nodes

Viktor Frankl: Uranus square nodes, NN trine Uranus

Uranus aspecting Moon

Jean Henri Dunant: Uranus square Moon

Robert Redford: Uranus conjunct Moon



Uranus is the 

mental aspect of 

the Self : through a 

deep or far memory 

Uranus carries 

memories of past 

events like particles 

carried in the ‘river’ 

of the subtle mind 

stream; just as it 

holds the blueprint 

of our potential in 

the Higher Mind.



Mental Trauma and the Inner Planets

When Uranus is in stressful aspect to the inner or personal planets,
the nature of that mental trauma is revealed. For example, if Uranus
is in stressful aspect to the Moon, the nature of the conditioned self
or personal security has experienced trauma in the past. In this
sense then, the parental experience, specifically the experience of
mothering or of security through the primary caregiver in the
present life (Uranus with Moon) may contain echoes of the prior-life
traumatic memories.



Neptune



Callings: Aspect Themes

Node Neptune Combinations

Robert Redford: Neptune square nodes

Martin Lewis: SN conjunct Neptune

J.K Rowling: Neptune conjunct SN

Helen Keller: NN trine Neptune

Ioannis Melissanidis: Neptune trine nodes

Carl Jung: NN conjunct Neptune

Viktor Frankl: SN trine Neptune

Neptune aspecting Moon

Jean Henri Dunant: SA Moon square Neptune

Martin Lewis: Neptune square Moon 



Pluto



Callings: Aspect Themes

Node Pluto Combinations

Robert Redford: Nodes square Pluto

Martin Lewis: Pluto square nodes

Helen Keller: Nodes square Pluto

Ioannis Melissanidis: Pluto conjunct NN

F.W.Herschel: SN conjunct Pluto

Viktor Frankl: Pluto inconjunct SN

Pluto aspecting Moon

Robert Redford: Pluto conjunct Moon

Sigmund Freud: Pluto conjunct Moon



Pluto by House and Sign Symbolizes the Deepest 
Range of the Archetypes

In essence, Pluto brings the capacity for 

depth, compulsion and attachment to the 

full range of expression of the archetypes 

that it touches.

To identify the full range of meaning in the 

house and sign placement of the natal 

Pluto is to establish a foundation from 

which we can understand the entire birth 

chart.

For through Pluto, we become aware of 

the central evolutionary concerns 

stemming from deep within the soul. When 

we register these potentials and underlying 

motivations, we have a simple foundation 

for understanding the rest of the chart in 

all its profound complexity.



Intensity is the Measure of Significance for the Soul

The nature of Soul Memory concerns us to the extent that it has

become the basis for deep patterns of relating to self and to others.

We are not concerned with the past for its own sake, or with

“reincarnation” or the endless recycling of childhood experience.

Rather, we are concerned with experiences of sufficient depth that

they made an indelible impression on the psychic life of the Soul.



Helen 

Keller 

&

Anne 

Sullivan



Personal nodes conjunct nodes of Jupiter



Walking with a 

friend in the dark is 

better than walking 

alone in the light.



Optimism is the 

faith that leads to 

achievement. 

Nothing can be 

done without hope 

and confidence. 





Anne Sullivan

My heart is singing for joy this 

morning! A miracle has 

happened!  The light of 

understanding has shone upon 

my little pupils mind, and 

behold, all things are changed!





Self-pity is our worst enemy and if we yield to it, we 

can never do anything wise in this world.


















